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SANTA CLARA: The sun is reflected in the exterior of Dell Inc’s offices in Santa Clara, California. Dell is buying data storage company EMC in a deal valued at approximately $67 billion, the companies announced yesterday. EMC offices
are seen (right). Michael Dell will serve as chairman and CEO of the combined business. —AP photos

DALLAS: A day after technological problems delayed
hundreds of flights, operations appear to have returned
to normal yesterday for Southwest Airlines. Southwest
said that it was still working to get some delayed or dis-
placed customers into open seats and to deliver bag-
gage, but it expected the technical systems that run its
customer service to perform normally.

The Dallas carrier had been warning passengers to
arrive at the airport two hours early yesterday and print
boarding passes beforehand, but airline officials now
say that travelers should expect a normal day.
Southwest suffered intermittent technical issues on its
website, mobile app and in its phone centers and air-
ports check-in systems Sunday. It was using backup sys-
tems to check-in travelers lacking printed or mobile
boarding passes.

Airline representatives have not said what caused
the problem, but did say there was no indication that
hackers were involved. There were about 500 delays out
of 3,600 flights scheduled Sunday. Passengers reported
long lines at several locations across the country, includ-
ing major airports like Los Angeles International, which
provided water and canopies to those stuck waiting in
line outside.

Yesterday morning, Baltimore-Washington
International Thurgood Marshall Airport tweeted that
operations were returning to normal with few delays
and diminishing passenger lines.

Earlier, Southwest Airlines said hundreds of flights
have been delayed by technical issues and warned pas-
sengers flying to arrive two hours early and print board-
ing passes before coming to the airport.

The Dallas-based company said it was using back-up
systems around the country to check-in travelers lack-
ing printed or mobile boarding passes but technology
problems that began Sunday morning were continuing.
Southwest said about 450 of the 3,600 flights scheduled
for the day had been delayed. Representatives for
Southwest did not say what caused the problem or how
long it would take to resolve. Spokesman Brad Hawkins
said there was “absolutely no indication now” that the
problems were the result of hacking.

At Los Angeles International Airport earlier in the
day, several dozen people crowded the Southwest ter-
minal waiting to be issued hand-written tickets.

EJ Schultz, a reporter for Ad Age who was taking a
Southwest flight from Chicago’s Midway International
Airport, said the airline was telling people at the gate
that travelers with paper boarding passes were fine. But
those who had downloaded their tickets onto their
mobile phones were told they had to stand in line, he
said.

Schultz said he didn’t understand why Southwest
didn’t announce that people should print out their
boarding passes at home before getting to the airport.

“If everyone had done that, it would’ve saved so
much time,” he said. Schultz said there was a line of
about 50 people at the Southwest gate. His flight took
off  roughly 15 minutes after its scheduled departure
time of 4:30. The long lines at check-in may mean some
passengers didn’t make their flights.

Emily Mitnick, who was flying to Detroit from Denver
International Airport, said she missed her 10 am flight,
even though she parked her car around 8 a.m. She esti-
mated that about 1,000 people were in line at the

check-in for a boarding pass. When she went downstairs
to the curb-side check-in, she said there were about a
couple hundred people in line there as well.

By the time she got in line to go through security, it
was around 10:15 am.”The clock was ticking and the
flight took off,” said Mitnick, who was trying to get to
Detroit through a different flight to Chicago. In a state-
ment, Southwest said it was still having “intermittent”
technical issues on its website, mobile app and in its
phone centers and airports check-in systems. It said that

while it is working on the issues, workers at airports are
helping customers with their itineraries.

Last month, American Airlines experienced comput-
er problems that prevented passengers from checking
in and briefly halted flights on select routes. Airline offi-
cials said at the time that they fixed the problem after
less than two hours, and that there was no indication
that its system had been hacked. In July, hundreds of
United Airlines flights were delayed after the airline
experienced computer problems for the second time in
just over a month. A United representative said at the
time that the glitch was caused by an internal technolo-
gy issue, and not an outside threat or hacker. — AP

Judge invalidates rule

against telescope

mountain protests

HONOLULU: A judge issued a decision late Friday
invalidating the state’s emergency rule aimed at
curbing protests against the construction of the
Thirty Meter Telescope atop the Big Island mountain
of Mauna Kea, the Honolulu Star Advertiser reported.

The Hawaii circuit court granted a partial motion
for summary judgment, according to a joint state-
ment issued late Friday by state Attorney General
Douglas Chin and state Board of Land and Natural
Resources Chairwoman Suzanne Case. “The state
acknowledges the court’s decision and will abide by
it,” the statement said. “We remind people traveling
to Mauna Kea that even in light of today’s ruling
existing laws and rules remain. It is always illegal to
block the road. This includes standing in the road or
placing obstructions in the road. These laws will con-
tinue to be enforced.”

David Kauila Kopper, the lawyer who filed the law-
suit against the rule on behalf of a Hawaii resident,
praised the decision as honoring the wishes of Native
Hawaiians who regard the mountain as sacred.

“The State adopted an illegal rule to prevent
opposition to the TMT at the expense of sincere cul-
tural practices and public expression,” Kopper, who
works with the Native Hawaiian Legal Corporation,
said in a statement.

The state land board approved the emergency
rule after a heated July 10 public meeting. Protesters
have been camping on the mountain in an attempt
to block construction. Construction has stalled since
April, and the company hasn’t indicated when it will
resume. The rule prohibited being within a mile of
the Mauna Kea access road between 10 pm and 4
am, unless in a moving vehicle. The rule also prohibit-
ed, at any time, sleeping bags, camping stoves, tens
and propane burners on the mountain.

Last month, TMT International Observatory
announced that, despite the protests, it still expects the
Thirty Meter Telescope to be ready in 2024. TMT officials
said design and production of telescope parts and
structures have continued in the six months since
protests halted land clearing at the construction site,
The Hawaii Tribune-Herald reported. — AP
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DALLAS: A Southwest Airlines jet lands at Love Field in Dallas.— AP

LAS VEGAS: Departing Southwest Airlines passengers wait in line at McCarran International Airport in Las Vegas on Sunday. — AP

Ford to invest $1.8bn 

in China research

BEIJING: Ford Motor Co is investing $1.8 billion to develop
technologies aimed at attracting Chinese car buyers, underlin-
ing China’s importance to automakers despite slowing sales
growth. The American automaker said yesterday it will expand
its research and development center in the eastern city of
Nanjing and work on autonomous driving, smartphone con-
nectivity, more efficient powertrains and other technologies.

Global automakers see China as a key source of sales
growth and are spending heavily to appeal to Chinese tastes.
Some have broken with a strategy of selling the same models
worldwide and are creating China-only vehicles. Automakers
are stepping up investment despite an unexpectedly sharp
downturn in sales this year. In July, General Motors Co
announced a $5 billion initiative with its main Chinese partner
to develop vehicles to be sold in China, Brazil, India and
Mexico.

Auto sales in China declined in August for a third straight
month, contracting by 3.4 percent from a year earlier to 1.4
million vehicles. Ford’s August sales declined by 3 percent to
79,608, while year-to-date sales were off 1 percent at just over
700,000. Demand has been hurt by congestion in Beijing,
Shanghai and other major cities that has made car ownership
less attractive and by official efforts to curb traffic and smog
by limiting the number of new vehicle registrations.

Ford said features it hopes to offer in China include intro-
duction next year of SYNC 3, a system that allows hands-free
control of phones, entertainment, climate control and naviga-
tion.  Ford said it will add a vehicle test center in Nanjing,
expanding its ability to develop products in China. The com-
pany has 10 manufacturing facilities in China. The Nanjing
Research and Engineering Center employs 1,900 people and is
one of eight global product development centers.In April,
Ford and a local partner said they would spend $1.1 billion on
a factory in China’s northeast. — AP 

SHANGHAI: China plans to more strictly regulate online ride-
booking services, according to draft rules and state media, in what
analysts said yesterday could be a “devastating blow” to an indus-
try pioneered by US firm Uber. The Ministry of Transport unveiled
proposed regulations which bar private cars from participating in
such services, the rules posted on its website at the weekend
showed.

Such a move would force vehicles and drivers to be registered
with the government, the China Daily newspaper reportedyester-
day. Ride-booking services, which can connect customers directly
with drivers  through smartphones, have threatened the tradition-
al taxi industry and contributed to protests by cab drivers in China.

The Chinese market is currently dominated by domestic firm
Didi Kuaidi, which was formed through the merger of companies

backed by Internet giants Tencent and Alibaba.
But Uber, in which Chinese search giant Baidu has invested, is

trying to make greater inroads into the potentially vast market
and has announced plans to invest around $1.0 billion in China
and expand into 100 cities within a year.

The draft rules say foreign companies must set up servers in
China and meet requirements for “national security”, but gave no
details. Analysts said the regulations, if implemented as
announced, could hurt the nascent business. “If it takes effect, it’ll
be a devastating blow to the industry,” Zhang Xu, a Beijing-based
analyst at market research firm Analysys International, told
Bloomberg News. “Ride-hailing operators would need to pay high
costs to retain existing private-car drivers, and they may not man-
age to keep drivers in the end,” Zhang said. —AP

FRANKFURT: Martin Winterkorn, the former boss of
Volkswagen who quit last month, will step down from his
remaining posts related to the company, the Sueddeutsche
Zeitung newspaper and TV stations NDR and WDR reported
yesterday, without citing sources.

The resignations are expected in the coming days, as soon
as a few remaining formalities have been dealt with, they said.
Winterkorn resigned as CEO of Volkswagen after Europe’s
largest carmaker admitted cheating in diesel emissions tests in
the United States, triggering the company’s biggest business
scandal in its 78-year history, but he retained a number of key

positions within the Volkswagen group. He is chief executive of
Porsche SE, the family-owned holding company that controls a
majority stake in Volkswagen, as well as chairman of VW’s flag-
ship luxury brand Audi, trucks division Scania and the group’s
newly-created Truck & Bus holding.

Labour leaders have been putting pressure on Winterkorn
to resign from his remaining posts within the group, one per-
son familiar with the matter told Reuters.

The former CEO did not attend a supervisory board meet-
ing at Audi last week, where deputy board head Berthold
Huber stood in for him as chairman, the person said.—Reuters
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